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DISTRIBUTIONAL DERIVATION OF AN

ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION1

R. WONG

Abstract. An alternative derivation of the asymptotic expansion of multiple

Fourier transforms is presented. The present approach is based on the use of

distributions. With some modifications, this method can also be applied to other

integral transforms with oscillatory kernels such as the Hankel transform.

1. Introduction. Recently, a new method based on the use of distributions has

been introduced into the asymptotic evaluation of integrals; see [1], [3], [4], [11]. An

advantage of this approach is that it leads to a particularly illuminating construc-

tion of error terms associated with the asymptotic expansions. However, this

method has been applied, so far, only to integrals whose kernels are algebraic

functions, for instance, the Stieltjes transform [3], the Riemann-Liouville fractional

integral [4], and a Mellin convolution of two algebraically dominated functions [11,

§11]. Although a different method has been devised recently for the same purpose

for integrals with oscillatory kernels, such as the one-sided Fourier integral [5], the

Hankel transform [10], and the multidimensional Fourier transform [9], it is

nevertheless of interest to know whether the distributional approach can be applied

with equal advantage to the second-mentioned class of integrals. It turns out that

this is indeed the case, and the purpose of the present note is simply to show this.

Since the arguments for the various cases involving oscillatory integrands are

similar, we shall illustrate the technique by only giving an alternative derivation of

the asymptotic expansion of the multidimensional Fourier transform [9]:

^-¡à^l™'"* (,)
where x = (xx, . . . , xj), t = (tx, . . ., tj), t ■ x = txxx + • • • + tnx„ and/ is a com-

plex-valued locally integrable function on R". In (1) it is only assumed that the

Cauchy limit lim,,^^ f\x\<r fix)e"'x dx exists for every / E R", where

|jc| =yx2 + • • • + x2 . Thus the function/need not belong to Lx(Rn).

2. Notation and assumptions. The notation to be used in this note will be similar

to that used in either [9] or [6]. If p = (/>,, . . . ,pj) is a multi-index of nonnegative

integers then we put \p\ = px + ■ ■ ■ +pn, xp — xf' ... xp\ Dp = DPi . .. Dp;
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where Dj = d/dxj, and

For any open set ßci" and for each nonnegative integer m, the set Cm(Q)

consists of all complex functions / in ñ whose derivative Dpf exists and is a

continuous function in fl for each multi-index p with \p\ < m. The Laplacian is

denoted by A = 92/3x2 + • • • +a2/dx2.

The following assumptions are exactly those adopted in [9].

(A,)/ G C2m(R" \ {0}), m being a nonnegative integer, fix) is expressible in the

form

fix) = 2 cpqx"r" + <p(x), (2)

where the q's are real numbers, the p's are multi-indices, r = yx2 + • • • +x2   and

the sum is finite. For all p and q under the summation, we require q + \p\ > — n,

andifQ = max{q + \p\} then 2m - 1 < Q + n < 2m + 1.

(Aj) As r —» 0+, the remainder <p(x) in (2) satisfies

(A\)(x) = 0(rQ-2^),      j = 0, 1, . . . , m,

ifQ + n¥= 2m — 1, and

(AJy)(x) = 0(re-2J+2),      j = 0,l,...,m,

if Q + n = 2m - I.
(A3) For some p > 0, each of the integrals

f      (AJf)(x)eUx dx,      j - 0, 1.m,
J\x\>p

converges uniformly for all sufficiently large \t\.

Remark. Under the above assumptions, the Fourier transform fit), as given in

(1), and the Fourier transform

<A<W) - ~-\t2 i (Am<p)(x)e"-* dxi (3)
(2it) '  JR"

both exist uniformly for all sufficiently large values of |/|; see [9, Remark (iii)].

From this it follows that /(/) and (Am<p)*(r) are continuous functions of t E R".

Also, it is easy to see that for each j = 0, 1, . . . , m, (AJq>)(x) is locally integrable

on R " and of at most finite algebraic growth at infinity.

3. Distributions. Let S denote the space of rapidly decreasing functions and let

S' be the space of tempered distributions [6, pp. 168-174]. If tj G S and A G S'

then we write <A, t/> for the action of A on ij.

It is well known that any locally integrable function fix) on R" of finite algebraic

growth at infinity generates a distribution/ G S ' by means of the definition

</. V> - (  f(x)v(x) dx; (4)
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see, for example, [6, p. 175]. Thus, in particular, the distribution associated with the

function 7-A, Re X > —n, is defined by

<r\tl> = {   r\(x)dx; (5)
JR"

see [2, p. 71].

If p is a multi-index and u E S ' then the formula

(D»u,r]/=(-\fKu, DPV) (6)

defines a distribution Dpu E §'; see [6, §6.12]. If / and LVf are both locally

integrable in R" with at most finite algebraic growth at infinity then, by integration

by parts, one can show that

f  (Dpf)(x)r,(x) dx = (-1)"1 f   f(x)(Dpr,)(x) dx (7)
JRn JRn

for every tj E S, under the hypotheses that / has continuous partial derivatives of

all order up to \p\ — 1, all these derivatives have at most finite algebraic growth at

infinity, and all partial derivatives of order \p\ are locally absolutely continuous in

each variable xx, . . . , xn. Note that these conditions are weaker than those given in

[6, p. 144]. A rigorous proof of (7) can be provided easily by using the argument

given in [8, p. 80] and a remark made in [2, p. 21, §2.2, paragraph 2]. The validity of

equation (7) shows that the distributional derivative and the ordinary derivative are

equal (in the sense of distributions).

What we need is a variant of (7), namely

f  f(x)(Av)(x) dx= f (Af)(x)v(x) dx (8)
JR" JR"

for every tj G S. This will imply that the distributional and the ordinary Lapla-

cians are equal also. For equation (8) to hold we require that / has continuous

second partial derivatives in R" except possibly at the origin, / grows at most

algebraically at infinity, and fix) = 0(r"), as t--»0+, with a + n > 0. The result

(8) follows easily from an application of Green's theorem [8, p. 88]. To be more

rigorous, Green's theorem should be applied to the shell domain S = {x E R";

e < \x\ < p). Relation (8) then results as a limit when e -» 0 and p -» + oo.

4. Fourier transforms. If tj G § then tj, as defined in (1), exists and belongs to S ;

see [6, p. 168]. If u E § ' then the Fourier transform û is defined by the equation

<«, tj> = <ii, tj>,   tjGS. (9)

It is well known that û E S ' and the following identities [6, p. 176] hold: if P is a

polynomial in n variables, say, P(x) = 2 cpxp, and if the differential operator P(D)

is defined by P(D) = 2 cpDp, then

(P(D)uY = P(-t)û   and    (Pu)' = P(D)û. (10)

If / is locally integrable in R" and increases no more rapidly than an algebraic

function, and if the Cauchy limit in the integral of (1) exists uniformly in / G R",

then the distributional Fourier transform of/given in (9) and the ordinary Fourier
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transform of /given in (1) are equal as functionals; see [2, p. 200]. The following

result is crucial to our main theorem in §5.

Lemma. Let \p\ + q + n > 0. If q + n ^ -21,1 = 0,1,2, ..., then

(x"r")' = L(q)Dp(\t\i-")    inS', (11)

where L(q) = 2<+n/2T[(q + n)/2]/T(-q/2). If q + n = -21, / = 0, 1, 2, . . . , then

(x'riy = L*(q)Dp(\t\21 log\t\)    inS', (12)

where L*(q) = (-l)'+l/2n/2+2'-ll\T(\n + /).

Note that the value of L*(q) given in [9] is slightly in error.

Proof. It is known that

(r<y = L(q)\t\-«-n   inS' (13)

if q + n ¥= -21,1 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and

(r")' = L*(q)\t\2'log\t\ + K\t\21   inS' (14)

if q + n = -21, I = 0, 1, 2, ... , where K is some constant; see [7, pp. 257-258]

and [2, pp. 194-195]. Thus (11) follows immediately from the second equation in

(10). Since Dp(\t\21) = 0 for \p\ > 21, (12) also follows immediately from the second

equation in (10), thus proving the lemma.

5. Asymptotic expansions. We now return to equation (2). Note that each

function in this equation generates a distribution in S ' by means of the definition

(4), and that these distributions are again related via this equation, i.e.,

f = ^ cpqx"r" + tp   inS'. (15)

Taking (distributional) Fourier transforms on both sides, we have by our lemma

/- 2 ' cpqL(q)Dp(\t\-«-») + 2 " cpqL*(q)Dp(\t\2> log|/|) + «p (16)

in S ', where £' excludes those q's for which q + n is a negative even integer, and

2" includes only those g's for which q + n = -21, a negative even integer.

Applying the first equation in (10) m times gives

(A"ty)- = (-l)m|/|2m(p   inS'. (17)

Inserting (17) in (16), we have as functionals

\'\2mf=I,'cpqL(q)\t\2'»Dp(\tr-'>)

+ S " cpqL*(q)\t\2mDp(\t\2> log\t\) + (-\)m(A\y. (18)

In view of the remark in §2 and the remark in §4 concerning the ordinary and

distributional Fourier transforms, we see that each distribution in (18) is defined by

a locally integrable function in R", and hence that equation (18) holds not only as

functionals but also pointwise almost everywhere in R". Since all functions in-

volved are in fact continuous (see again the remark in §2), equation (18) is valid for

every t E R".

Therefore, we have established the following theorem, which is the main result in

[9]-
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Theorem. Under the conditions (A,), (A2) and (Aj), we have

Ät) = Il'cML(q)Dp(\t\^'-)

+ 2 " cpqL*(q)Dp(\t\2> \og\t\) + 8m(t), (19)

where the sums 2' and 2" are as given in (16) and the remainder satisfies

w) = ((-i)m/k!2m)(A,>r(/). (20)

Remark. As already pointed out in §2, the Fourier transform (Amtp)'(t) given in

(3) exists uniformly for all sufficiently large values of t E R". Hence, by a

generalization of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, we have

Sm(t) = o(\t\-2m)   as M ^oo. (21)

Thus (19) is indeed an asymptotic expansion.
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